The new SCP EZ2 2021 controller will look different than the original controller. Some modification is required for mounting the unit.

Remove the black plastic controller cover and discard. Disconnect all the cables and wiring from the old controller. Remove the solenoid and solenoid bracket. Mount the new controller on the heat sink using the two Solenoid Bracket bolt holes. The controller will have two slotted areas that will accommodate the mounting bolts. Add a 5/16" flat washer to each mounting bolt. Mount the solenoid on top of the new controller using 10-32 nuts and washers.

Disconnect the battery pack. If the car uses a run/tow switch place the switch in the tow position first. Make sure you wear eye protection!

Connect the power cables making sure the appropriate cable connections are made at B+ and B-! Reversed connections on these two terminals will void all warranty! Connect the new wire adaptor as per the above picture.
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